On continuous conditional Gaussian martingales and stable convergence in law Jean Jacod In this paper, we start with a stochastic basis (5~,,~', IF = P), the time interval being [0,1], on which are defined a "basic" continuous local martingale M and a sequence Zn of martingales or semimartingales, asymptotically "orthogonal to all martingales orthogonal to M". Our aim is to give some conditions under which Z'~ converges "stably in law" to some limiting process which is defined on a suitable extension of (H, F, F, P).
In the first section we study systematically some, more or less known, properties of extensions of filtered spaces and of F-conditional Gaussian martingales and so-called M-biased F-conditional Gaussian martingales. Then we explain our limit results: in Section 2 we give a fairly general result, and in Section 3 we specialize to the case when zn is some "discrete-time" process adapted to the discretized filtration where ~ _ Finally, Section 4 is devoted to studying the limit of a sequence of M-biased F-conditional Gaussian martingales. In all these notes, we have a basic filtered probability space (S~, ,~',1F, P).
1-1. Let us start with some definitions. We call extension of (SI,,~',1F, P) another filtered probability space (SI, ~, ~*, P) constructed as follows: starting with an auxiliary filtered space ~'' = such that each u-field .~'t_ is separable, and a transition probability from (~, F) into (S~', F'), we set S~ = ~'t = = (1.1) According to ([3] , Lemma (ii) Z is an 0-conditional Gaussian martingale.
In this case, the J'-conditional law of Z is characterized by the process (Z, Z*) (i.e., for P-almost all w, the law of Z(w, .) under QW depends only on the function t ~( Z, Z*)t(w)). Of course (a) is a particular case of (b) (take M = 0), but in the proof below (b) is obtained as a consequence of (a).
Proof, a) Take (03A9',F', IF') to be the canonical space of all Rd-valued continuous functions on [0, 1] , with the usual filtration and the canonical process Zt(w') = w'(t).
For each w, denote by the unique probability measure on (Q', J") under which Z is a centered Gaussian process with covariance f = F' n The proof will be divided in a number of steps.
Step (1.6) : under the additional assumption of (ii), we can take At = t, so we have (2.14), and the last claim of (ii) will follow from (i) and from Proposition 1-4.
Step 2 Step 3 by (l.l); since F = m E W) up to P-null sets, there is a probability measure P on (fZ,,~') whose O-marginal is P, and such that the laws of M(n'),r'~~(n')) converge to the law of under P.
Therefore we have an extension iF, P) ) of (~,,~', ~', P) (the existence of a disintegration of P as in (1.1) precedes remains valid, with the same limit, for a suitable subsequence (n") of (n').
Moreover -is an ~''~-local martingale with bounded jumps, while by (2.17) the sequence (X ~'", ~'~(n"), (r~"),
) converges in law to The same argument as above yields that Z'lV is a local martingale on the extension, so Z' is othogonal to all elements of Therefore Z' satisfies (i) of Proposition 1-2: hence Z' is an M-biased continuous .~ conditional Gaussian martingale, whose law under Q~, which is Qw itself, is determined by the processes M, F, G, and in particular it does not depend on the subsequence (n') chosen above.
In other words all convergent subsequence of Step 
